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1955, as seen from Cambridge, USA"; Stan Ulam's "Van Neumann: 
The Interaction of Mathematics and Computing"; and Jim Wilkinson's 
"Turing's Work at the National Physical Laboratory and the Con- 
struction of Pilot ACE, DEUCE, and ACE" focus on some of the key 
individuals and their roles. At this point in the study of the 
subject this may be the most important focus of research. For- 
tunately, most of the papers dealing with specific machines also 
reflect the individuals responsible for them and the roles they 
played. 
It must be said that the volume is not without its flaws, the 
most glaring and unforgivable of which is the lack of an index. 
Each of the papers is packed with so much information that the 
reader constantly has to go back and search for earlier related 
information in a tedious and time-consuming fashion, Another 
flaw was the inclusion of Brian Fzandell's annotated "Bibliography" 
because it is too brief to be of any major value. At the time, 
it was intended as a supplement to the one which appeared in The 
Origins of Digital Computers: Selected Papers (Berlin: Springer- 
Verlag, 1973). The complete Bibliography has also appeared in 
Annals of the History of Computing, l(2) (October 1979) 101-207. 
These flaws, however, do not detract from the significance of 
the publication. It is recommended without reservation. 
Some of the papers which were presented at the Conference do 
not appear in the collection. However, audio-tapes of the com- 
plete conference, including Coombs' impromptu evening session, 
are available in the Los Alamos Archive. For the specifics on 
the differences between the Conference and the publication, see 
Editor's Note in Annals of the History of Computing, 3(2) (April 
19811, 203. 
HISTORY OF BINARY AND OTHER NONDECIMAL NUMERATION. By Anton 
Glaser. Los Angeles, CA (Tomash Publishers). 1981. 218 + 
xiii pp. 
Reviewed by Donald E. Knuth 
Computer Science Department, Stanford University, 
Stanford, CA 94305 
Books about the history of computer science have tended to 
concentrate on the history of computer hardware. Such history 
is quite fascinating, but there is a vast story waiting to be 
told about the development of computer software and its anteced- 
ents--about the algorithms and data structures that form the 
core of computer science around which all the applications of 
computers are built. Glaser's book, which focuses on one of the 
most fundamental data structures of all, the representation of 
numbers, is therefore a welcome exception to the general trend. 
It is the first book to be published by Erwin Tomash, founder of 
the Charles Babbage Institute, in what he calls a "labor of love" 
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to aid scholarly publication. (The Charles Babbage Institute is 
not involved editorially in this publishing venture, at least 
not in the case of the book under review.) 
Glaser's book, published privately in typescript form in 
1971, was based on his doctoral dissertation. Many early works 
on positional number systems can be found only in obscure places, 
and their appearance in Latin, French, German, and a variety of 
other languages has made them inaccessible to all but a handful 
of scholars (at least in America). Glaser offers translations 
of the original source materials into modern English, so that 
today's readers can be inspired by the authors who had the first 
insights into these important matters. 
However, the author would have done well to revise carefully 
the original typescript edition, for the work still contains a 
number of unfortunate flaws. Perhaps the most serious omission 
is the complete lack of any indication about the widespread use 
of sexagesimal arithmetic for scientific calculation in Europe 
and Asia in the 17th century, where Glaser begins his story. 
Nor is there any clue to the fact that such radix-60 calculations 
had been in continuous use among astronomers for thousands of 
years. 
Glaser's main interest, of course, is the binary system of 
representation (radix 2 and the closely allied radices 4, 8, and 
16), because this system has proved to be most significant for 
computer science. From such a standpoint the year 1600 is indeed 
the proper time to begin the story, as far as we know; but his 
treatment of the early developments is disappointing. For example, 
Harriot's original unpublished discoveries are somewhat distorted, 
as I shall explain below; and there is no mention of Napier's 
introduction of a "binary abacus" in his appendix to the Rhabdo- 
logia (1617). Napier's work is directly related to binary arith- 
metic, and [Zacher 19731 has shown that Leibniz was familiar with 
it. But Glaser cites only Bacon's binary code for letters (1623) 
as a relevant development from this period, although such a code 
really has no numerical significance. This is an error of 
omission as well as an error of commission: There is no good 
excuse for not citing Zacher's definitive treatise, which was 
the first scholarly study of Leibniz's unpublished manuscripts 
on binary numbers. And histories should not suggest connections 
that do not exist. (It is purely coincidental that the five- 
letter words formable from two symbols a and b, namely, aaaaa, 
aaab, . . . . bbbbb, can be interpreted as the binary numbers 00000, 
00001, . . . . 11111, when a and b are replaced by 0 and 1. We need 
to see at least one example of addition, say, before we are 
justified in imagining that Bacon's notation has any connection 
to arithmetic, instead of being simply combinatorial in nature. 
Leibniz himself was guilty of this same error, when he leaped 
to the conclusion that ancient Chinese philosophers used binary 
arithmetic, given only the fact that they knew the 64 patterns 
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formable from six choices of yin and/or yang. Glaser cites the 
opinions of Cantor, Archibald, and other historians that Leibniz 
was wrong, but he doesn't seem to understand the fallacy himself; 
indeed, he wastes another page or two by reprinting a most for- 
gettable 1896 commentary due to P. Carus.) 
Glaser does do a good job of clearing up one of the other 
errors that has been propagated through the centuries: Although 
many people have written that Charles XII of Sweden was an advo- 
cate of duodecimal arithmetic, we are treated here to an inside 
glimpse of the king's actual methods as reported by his science 
advisor Emanuel Swedenborg; the radix of choice was clearly to 
be 8, not 12. This clarification of the story is due to the 
scholarship of Alfred Acton, whose publication in 1941 for the 
Swedenborg Association of Philadelphia had previously been 
difficult to obtain. 
Glaser could certainly have included more of the known facts 
about Leibniz, for they are of considerable general interest. 
For example, the reader is not told that Leibniz began his explor- 
ation of binary numbers long before 1697. There is a handsomely 
printed book ([Hochstetter 19661, not cited by Glaser) which 
contains among other things a facsimile of the first half of 
Leibniz's unpublished manuscript De Progressione Dyadica, dated 
March, 1679. This important document includes examples of binary 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and mixed addi- 
tion/subtraction, together with his provocative statement that 
such calculation could also be done by machine (without wheels); 
the last two words "sine rotas" are crossed out, and some pre- 
liminary thoughts follow about a binary multiplier made out of 
little balls sliding in and out of holes. 
In 1704 Leibniz encouraged James Bernoulli to calculate IT 
in the binary system, and Bernoulli made an almost incredible 
botch of the job; his 118-bit answer has the form llll... 
0000001111010000. Glaser points out that this cannot be right, 
since the binary representation of r begins ll.OOl...; and then 
he says Bernoulli's string "seems to be the binary equivalent 
of the integer 1O35 a," where a is Ludolph's approximation to r. 
It would be better to state the facts explicitly, sparing the 
reader a few moments of calculation: Bernoulli's 118-bit binary 
number turns out to be exactly equal to 31415926535897932384626 
4338327929808, which is just 20480 less than 1035a. Thus it 
is clear not only that Bernoulli dropped a couple of bits in 
the calculation (his value should have ended . ..0101001111010000). 
but also that he didn't understand binary fractions at all. I 
think this point is quite significant, and it would be interesting 
to know whether Leibniz ever noticed Bernoulli's blunder. It is 
clear from [Zacher 1973, 2231 that Leibniz knew how to form 
binary fractions l/n; but I have seen no publications to indicate 
that he knew even ten of the bits of IT, nor have I seen any 
indication that r was ever calculated correctly in binary form 
to more than 20 or so bits, before the 20th century. 
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The book contains numerous cases of slipshod scholarship. 
For example , we read on page 82 and elsewhere that Peter Barlow 
used the notation i for (-1); but in fact, Barlow's book does 
not contain this notation at all. Moreover, Barlow does not 
really deserve credit for the balanced ternary system, since he 
simply regarded it as a curiosity with weights (not as a system 
in which one would do addition or other operations). Barlow 
cites Euler as his inspiration, but Glaser omits this and mentions 
Euler only in connection with Gegenbauer on page 96. (Inciden- 
tally, this isolated and somewhat cryptic reference to Gegenbauer 
does not appear in Glaser's index.) On page 85 we read that 
"Cauchy showed in 1840 (publication delayed until 1885) that 
decimal numeration may be modified analogously to the way Barlow 
had modified base 3 notation." But Cauchy's paper appeared in 
the Comptes Rendus (Paris) for 1840, without any delay; and I 
have already pointed out that Barlow made no such modification 
to ternary notation. I believe negative digits were first used 
in Europe by Colson in 1726, then forgotten and reinvented by 
Leslie in 1817; Glaser does not mention Colson, but he does speak 
briefly of Leslie's book, without mentioning the use of negative 
digits although they appear in at least five different places 
there. I believe that the credit for invention of balanced 
ternary arithmetic should go to Lalanne, whose note on the sub- 
ject appeared in Comptes Rendus shortly after Cauchy's paper 
of 1840. Lalanne is apparently unknown to Glaser, while Barlow 
is honored frequently. (The most interesting thing about Barlow's 
eccentric book is its supposed proof of Fermat's last theorem, 
but Glaser does not mention this either.) 
On pages 139 and 158 Glaser is confused about the biquinary 
system, which is indeed properly regarded as a mixed radix num- 
ber system that alternates between bases 2 and 5. Such a lapse 
is surprising, since the author of a book on nondecimal numer- 
ation should be conversant with mild generalizations such as 
this. 
The chapter about application to computers gives no indi- 
cation that such machines exist outside of the USA. There is 
also an American bias in other places, for example, on page 169, 
where Glaser speculates that Harriot thought of the binary system 
during his "long ocean voyages to and from America." It is 
therefore curious that he omits America's only claim to nondecimal 
fame in the 18th century: the article by Rev. Hugh Jones of 
Maryland in Gentleman's Magazine, 1745, is not cited. 
Glaser is often cautious about making direct statements when 
he can put them into the mouths of others. For example, on page 
48 he cites another mathematician's opinion that r was first 
proved irrational by Lambert, instead of merely mentioning this 
as a well-known fact. On the other hand, he boldly states on 
pages 55 and 101 that Caramuel's work of 1670 was unnoticed until 
1883. This assertion is not true; Caramuel was reasonably prom- 
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inent in his day, and his work was called to Leibniz's attention 
by Caze in 1704 [Zacher 1973, p. 312 f]; Leibniz may already 
have known it, since he was a voracious reader of similar trea- 
tises. Caramuel's priority was also pointed out by Knutzen in 
1742 [Zacher 1973, 91. 
This book cannot be regarded as a trustworthy source of in- 
formation; the professional historian will find it useful only 
for introductory orientation. Of course it may be argued that 
the book is for amateurs, not for scholars, and indeed today's 
masses of computer users will profit from historical insights 
like those here. For such an audience it would have been vastly 
better, however, to put the pieces of the story into historical 
context. Glaser rarely indicates even the countries in which 
the contributors lived, or what their primary occupations or 
specialties were. When he does, it is difficult to imagine what 
audience he has in mind; for example, Giuseppe Peano is intro- 
duced as "the very Peano after whom the Peano Axioms are named." 
Timex Corporation is reportedly now manufacturing one person- 
al computer every 10 seconds, and the number of computer users 
is growing rapidly. There is a pressing need for books on the 
history of the fundamental concepts of computer science, and I 
believe it is possible to write books that will please layman 
and scholar alike by avoiding the kinds of errors that are enu- 
merated above. Of course, a lot of hard work is needed to write 
such masterpieces, but authors should be stimulated to do the 
job right. 
In closing, here are some more extensive comments related to 
Thomas Harriot's manuscripts, which contain numerous things that 
deserve to be better known [Pepper 19671. It is true that they 
remained unpublished and therefore probably failed to influence 
any subsequent work; yet I believe Leibniz was right when he 
said that "the art of making discoveries should be extended by 
considering noteworthy examples of it" [Child 1920, 221. In 
1970 I had the chance to spend about 12 hours glancing through 
thousands of Harriot's manuscripts in the British Museum, looking 
for appearances 0 f binary arithmetic. The following notes may 
encourage someone to undertake a more careful search. (a) Harriot 
made an extensive investigation of permutations and combinations; 
but this purely combinatorial work is not connected with his 
explorations of binary arithmetic, as Glaser apparently believes. 
(Harriot proved constructively that there are 2* subsets of n 
objects, yet fell far short of the results known centuries ear- 
lier in India.) (b) Binary arithmetic appears on folios 2.247r, 
6.347r, 6.516~, and 8.244v. (I shall write "2.247r" for the 
recta side of folio 247 in the box "Additional 6782" from the 
British Museum collection.) Examples of conversion to and from 
binary notation are on 6.243~ and 6.346~. Harriot began to 
explore ternary notation on 6.516v, but only in a trivial way; 
there are simple instances of octal notation on 2.lr and 2.247r; 
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there is a table of powers of 2 in radix 60 on 6.305r; I found 
no other instances of nondecimal numeration. (I did not have an 
opportunity to view the other collection of Harriot manuscripts 
in Petworth House.) (c) Of all these folios, 8.244~ was the 
most revealing about Harriet's pfocess of discovery. The pre- 
ceding and following pages are filled with laboratory measurements, 
like those on the top of 8.244v, where we find, e.g., 
Glasse & water db . 0 . 0 . +- . 0 . + 28g' 
8 
Rounde measuring glasse weyeth 3lb .  3. 0 l i. & I + 219' 
Water 7lb o 1 1 1 . '4*8-16.+ 7gr 
Clearly he was using a balance scale with half-pound, quarter- 
pound, etc., weights; such a subtraction was undoubtedly a 
natural thing to do. Now comes the flash of insight: he realized 
that he was essentially doing a calculation with radix 2, and he 
abstracted the situation. At the bottom of that same folio, 
8.244v, the binary numbers from 1 to 16 appear; Harriot tried 
out the system by doing three multiplications. It is plausible 
to believe that his discovery was made at exactly this time; and 
since the preceding folio 8.243 is dated June, 1605, while the 
next one (8.245) is dated July, 1604, we can conjecture that the 
undated 8.244 was written at about the same time. (d) Of course 
it must be admitted that the Harriot folios are often out of 
order; he may also have written on the bottom of 8.244 some years 
after writing on the top. All kinds of hypotheses are possible: 
perhaps he even visited Napier, who told him about a binary 
abacus, etc.! But I believe the most plausible explanation is 
that Harriot invented binary arithmetic one day in 1604 or 1605 
while doing some chemical experiment. 
While I was searching through Harriet's papers I stumbled on 
a variety of other things that I hope will whet the appetite of 
future researchers: (i) On 2.11r he tabulates the Stirling numbers 
of the first kind. 
k < 7, writing 
(Actually he computed the polynomials (f) for 
- 
nnnn - 6nnn + llnn - 6n 
24 
for (",).) I know of no other appearance of Stirling numbers 
before Stirling's time. (ii) On folios 5.333-338 Harriot cal- 
culated the transitive closure of a binary relation. To my 
knowledge, mathematicians did not rediscover this closure oper- 
ation until the late 19th century. Harriot also considered a 
relation and its inverse on folios 5.363-364. The relations 
studied are based on the dependencies among theorems in Euclid. 
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(iii) Folio 6.408~ considers the number of ways three circles 
can be put together; e.g., 
etc. I have never seen this problem treated anywhere else to this 
day. (iv) On folio 2.31 he concluded that at most 424,905,528,000, 
000 people could inhabit the whole world. m 8.537 the number of 
descendants born to one man and one woman in 240 years is calcu- 
lated to be 10,068,606,874, assuming that they have one offspring 
each year, that each child starts producing at age 29, and that 
nobody dies. This is accompanied by an examination of genealogies 
in Genesis. (v) On 6.235~ he tried out various mnemonic ways of 
remembering the digits of TT, finally hitting on the following: 
cadaueribus fero cent: humi gurnmi cubes... 
3141 5 92 65 35 8 97 932 
["TO corpses I bring a hundred cubes of gum on the ground..."] 
(I thank Cecily Tanner for helping me to decipher Harriet's 
writing.) (vi) Finally, there is an extremely interesting appli- 
cation of binary numeration, together with what is now called 
interval arithmetic, on folio 6.243~. For some reason Harriot 
wanted to know the approximate value of 228262 , and he proceeded 
as follows: 
[As Harriot wrote it] 
27. 13421 + 4 
27. 13422 + 4 
54. 18012 + 12 
54. 1801501 + 10 
55. 36024 + 12 
55. 3603002 + 10 
110. 12977 + 29 
110. 12983 + 29 
. . . 
28262. 46 + 8506 
28262. 57 + 8506 
[In modern notation] 
13421 x lo4 < 227 < 13422 X lo4 
18012 X 1012 < 254 < 1801501 X 1012 
36024 x 1012 < 255 < 3603002 X 10" 
12977 x 102' < 2'l"<12983 X 10zo 
46 )( 1O85o6 < 228262 < 57 X 1O85o6 
Exponentiation by repeated squaring is, of course, a well-known 
technique going back at least to al-Uql$dZs$ in the 10th century; 
but to combine it with floating-point arithmetic and upper/lower 
bounds may well be another first for Harriot. (Jon Pepper 
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points out that Harriot calculated (.9997O92387)675 in a similar 
way. See [Pepper 1967/1968, 3711.) 
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JOHN VON NEUMANN AND NORBERT WIENER. By Steve Heims. Cambridge, 
Mass., and London (M&T. Press). 1981. 
Reviewed by Garrett Birkhoff 
Harvard University, 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
Norbert Wiener (1894-1964) and John von Neumann (1903-1957) 
were remarkable mathematicians who shed light on many scientific 
questions. Summaries pf their contributions, written by leading 
experts who knew them well, may be found in the Bulletin of the 
American Mathematical Society [l]. These include appreciative 
but objective biographical notes. Also available are Pesi Masani's 
authoritative survey of Wiener's life and work, Wiener's own two 
frank autobiographies, Ulam's account of many personal contacts 
with von Neumann, and Goldstine's description of von Neumann's 
contributions to computers and computing [2]. These, and their 
own collected works [von Neumann 1963; Wiener 1976-19791, are the 
best sources of first-hand information about these two great 
scientists. 
Steve Heims' "double biographical essay" [H, xi] lacks the 
authenticity of these primary sources. Like Constance Reid's 
excellent Hilbert and Courant: G&tingen and New York, it is 
based on oral interviews and extensive reading. But, unlike her 
books, it is discolored throughout by the author's intrusion of 
political bias and psychoanalytical interpretation. 
Wiener and von Neumann had contrasting backgrounds and tem- 
peraments [3]. Wiener's father came to the United States from 
Russia and was a Utopian socialist and vegetarian, but married 
the daughter of a well-to-do merchant and became a Harvard pro- 
fessor. Extremely ambitious for his son, he forced the boy 
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